《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 282 - Wedding Planning (Part-2)
*****
Mo Corporation.
"Brother, where were you? I have been looking for you and Liu Juan. Even Si Li didn't
know about you."
After Mo Jin's question yesterday, Mo Jinnan went to meet Si Li to know if he knew
anything about Mo Jiang and Liu Juan's whereabouts.
Shockingly, Si Li didn't know about them either and he also confirmed that no mission
was going on at present.
So, where did Mo Jiang and Liu Juan go?
Did something happen to them?

Worriedly, Mo Jinnan and Si Li went to look for Mo Jiang but it wasn't easy to look
for him if Mo Jiang had promptly decided to go somewhere without telling anyone.
Fortunately, Mo Jiang came back today and Mo Jinnan immediately rushed to his
office to inquire about his whereabouts.
"Some personal matter came up. You don't need to be involved in it." Mo Jiang
nonchalantly replied as his head was already hurting seeing tons of work on his disk
that he annoyingly said, "And why is there so much work here? Can't you handle the
company properly in my absence?"
'Something personal.' And his tone was even more alienating and aggressive.
Hearing these words, Mo Jinnan smiled wistfully
It seemed that Mo Jinnan wasn't close to Mo Jiang anymore. But thinking about it, it
was exactly the same case right from the beginning. Mo Jiang never involved him in
any matter, whether it was personal or professional and that was why to Mo Jiang, he

seemed to be useless now.
Mo Jinnan didn't utter a word in response and left from Mo Jiang's office.
Mo Jiang worked till late at night and planned to continue till morning but Si Li's call
changed his plan.
"Where were you? Do you know how much I and Jinnan were worried about you?" Si
Li called him immediately as soon as he got free.
"Some personal matter came up." Mo Jiang replied the same words to Si Li which he
had said to Mo Jinnan and continued to type something in the doc.u.ment on his laptop.
"What personal matter came up that you can't tell Jinnan? Jiang, I don't want to say it
but if you continue to be like this, you will lose your brother." Si Li couldn't help but
say it.
Si Li had been seeing that Mo Jiang had been ruder to Mo Jinnan and didn't consider
him as his brother anymore.
Hearing Si Li's words, Mo Jiang stopped working and asked frowny "What do you
mean?"

"Have you ever thought that when Jinnan noticed your and your wife's absence, what
had happened to him? He had been looking for both of you since last night without
eating and sleeping and on top of that, your company's entire workload was on him.
You are the CEO of the company but sorry to say, Jinnan seems to be the one to look
after Mo Corporation as a CEO. Despite that, you never appreciated him and just order
him around. If there was some personal matter that came up for you, you should have
told him. In that case, he would not have been so worried for you and Liu Juan. After
all, he is your brother, there is nothing so personal between you and him." Si Li's
words stunned Mo Jiang.
At that time, Mo Jiang recalled that when he had shouted at Mo Jinnan in the morning,
Mo Jinnan didn't reply and left his office without a word.
All of sudden, guilt swam in his eyes. He knew that without Mo Jinnan, things would
be very difficult for him. And he? Instead of feeling gratitude towards Mo Jinnan, he
had been lashing out at him.
Perhaps, Mo Jinnan's insecurity towards Liu Juan was right. Since she had come into
his life, Mo Jiang never bothered to think about Mo Jinnan unless there was any

problem created by Mo Jinnan.
"Alright, I will talk to him." Mo Jiang said sighingly.
"Yes, you should." Si Li snorted and hung up the phone as Mo Jiang had come back,
so Si Li didn't bother to know where Mo Jiang was. After all, he wasn't his brother.
Thinking that Mo Jinnan had already left, Mo Jiang packed up and decided to make a
trip to the Old Mansion. However, unexpected to him, Mo Jinnan was still in the office.
Mo Jiang walked to his office and knocked on the door.
"Come in." A hoarse voice came from inside and Mo Jiang walked in.
"Why haven't you gone back yet?" Mo Jiang asked as he walked to sit in front of him.
"Tan Corporation's tender date opening is tomorrow. So I need to make some changes
in the proposal before submitting it." Mo Jinnan replied in a hoarse voice and
continued to work.
Mo Jiang noticed how tired his brother was looking, nevertheless, he nodded but said
afterward. "Do it tomorrow. I have something important to say to you, let's go."
"What?"
"Ain't you hungry? I am hungry. Let's cook something at home. I am waiting for you
downstairs. Come soon." Mo Jiang asked and walked out.
Mo Jinnan frowned but still packed up and followed after Mo Jiang.
Then Mo Jiang drove to Aroma's Mansion. The two brothers didn't have much to talk
about which made Mo Jiang very strange as since when did they become so distant
that there was nothing common between them to talk about but he was the one to
blame. He always ordered Mo Jinnan so there was no way for the two of them to have
two-way communication. Moreover, Mo Jinnan was very tired as he didn't sleep last
night. Thus, in no time, his eyelids turned heavy and he dozed off.

